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TECHNIQUES FOR DELINEATION AND PORTRAYAL OF LAND COVER TYPES USING
ERTS-1 DATA
G. W. Petersen and A. D. Wilson

Data from the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS -1) were

selected from test sites in Pennsylvania, Montana, and Texas for use

in land cover mapping. Each tesc, site represented a uniquely different

agricultural setting. Photographic enlargement and enhancement,

classification of land use categories and generation of maps using

automatic data processing techniques, and an interactive color monitor

analysis system (General Electric IMAGE 100) were used to make land

cover delineations. Through the use of these techniques it was possible

to delineate, map, and determine the areal extent of bare soil, strip

mines, water, built-up areas, forest types and some agricultural crops.

Output products delineating these land use categories were in the form

of digital printouts, in black and white and in color, CalComp plotter

output, slides taken directly from the color monitor screen, and

various types of photographic products. The scales of these output

products ranged from 1:1,000,000 to approximately 1:24,000.
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TECHNAIQUE& FOR DELMATIO , N.

USING EATS=WA."

G	 W.^ Pete	 a. ends, Aa D^ Wilson

9T"Crt

Data frax : the &az,'th.Rtsoutites lechnalagy ..Satellitg (ERTS).
-waie sej.eczed ^ ccm v_"t _,-_ftes in Pennsylvania,. ]ADntan- a l, and
Texas tor Aise iLn laxxd "ver mapping. 	 _94ch tes t site r6pre-
seated a wilquel y differsnt.. agriefiltu-i-AA -setting.	 photographic
enla-rgeuaen t and et haneemert, claP19-4 ft Cation - of :land u.00- date-

and ge eratiori of maps usiug automatic data pipcessing
t-achniquies, axLd an iute-:acLive C31cr monitor analysis sŷstem
(Geaeza L. Uec r-ri-r- AGE 100) wexe.used t: uAke land cover

- 
4

use d	 these ted4tniqu6s it vas...: .&11 neaL tuns _ Th ,i '3 :Uah 'thP_	 i 
poasible to dellcieate, map, and detorhane, the areal extent of

-.A

bare sw.l, s trip mines	 water, built-up areas, forest typeas
and. some. ag., 	-al. craps  OuLput..Vxoduats delineating
t.	 e land use 	 h	 f,	 m of  digital print,-e r-aLegotles we-re In rife 	or
outs it	 and white and in COI^-Y,	 WCOMP Plottet output$

611ds-d takea. d llcecO.y ftom the _o for wzitar s^:.reen, and various
products,	 The scales at tbtypi4a	 esp- Output

ky 	 i,1,000,000 t'.^ appr-c -sima l*	 -I-.1	 4bw

The mapp-lri& ui : L_iad use or land cover-is becomingof:great concern on
a xegional ag veil ati cn a national leveL	 The objectives of this project
weze to de-elop	 tzc;hniqi;es fo-- delineating laild a0ver , types in
a	 to. devise various imetbodsareas  ba',_ ate pcedvmAaateJy La agrlculture.o and
for pottraying	 .heze results, Y1A

TEST SITES.

Twi t stt.e8 vets selected In Te xas, Mantanaj,. and Pennsylvania, ene OM-
PaSsIng t-111, 	 y cf ag-ric-ultiural at_-Livitles JLn the United States.

Texas

Thq_ Texas . :studyy site IAea north of the Rio Grande River. in the south-
. e
	 e

.
. ast rii 'P A-: . : 't: LF

.	
AnA.Arr gat- on' frithstate.6	 Rix -,h of the area is. on Esc q

well	 o1 - ,a	 -i be y n,6 teed at 'highe-z- eleArations. 	 ftJor crops incliJ
V-Egetablfti^, ffugaZ rane, cactun, And Slolghu%. '' Large : arras ` of uni.rriot*41'

otxT 	 lott ]Ln native'.vegeLatlon for.pastum	 Field sim
variec-	 from ,few	 ZOtharacreslre	 1	 16(	 i*t.res.	 The .6-1 zate 

-A.As
t0 over

Hx
humid v!-r!'Qbr aver 30 lnc ,hes of -rain per yea^r j most of VhUh.occlark ft

d:	 .wiritel 'w^f	 ESPA` iUt^ U_	 j) a,	 lyXigaLion is g6nii LraA	 equivi	 f 6	 Of

rs. arre d4: iz.s!Z-,p 	 %	 kids	 6 of sad. 40 fro	 aeolim,.dop	 ;L.t	 .
d	 Ar&601 xi1'viaEi 
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PHOTOGRATHIC ANALYSIS

The object ve of the ^r_^t: grapb`z. xial3:-s waa to determine the
feasibility a! delineating agi ic.uitutal	 types frrom various types of
photographic enlargements, . Theae ealar gaments were made from the `70 mm
ERTS negatives s::^:pplied by NASA, Thy dene£k: :r these negatives made it
necessary tO tontaLt them on4p a K.Sdak Fi n-c- Grain Release films. The re-
sulting positive transpaienry wae. rt.e_a aga1.n c;^ ,stacted ¢nto Kodak Fine
Grain Release film r:c ob s.ai r a n.gacive c:taneparency, thAt was used in the
enlarging process- 	 ew &t gemertt.a were made ganging in scale from
l .-500 , 000 to l oaO,000 1 us--.r, 6 aegati siE = tram t.be foy;,a different. bands.
An aulargement ai a band ? Pennsylvania ERTS scene . to a or-ale of approxi-
mately 1:1:40,000 is ahc;wu it: Figure io in Jis en.1a genient it is possible
to delineate small steam , tivars, srri- mines, forested ridges, and the
agricultural rrsIle	 It wa.^ car r,.asible to delineate individual agri-
cultural £ielda. Hcweve-, with ^ s mllas: en.L44tgamen t from a portion of
an ERTS scene in 'texas, ix:'W'9 possible co delineate individual agricul-
tural fields, as seen in

In an effort to obtain additional informat1an, a positive-negative
Approach wra.a tseda Ln :11s technique, the negat ^ ^ e of band 5 was placed
in d req-t contact, and in	 with, the positive transparencies
of bands 4 1, 6 9 :sr ; - 7'W-c s , old •ces.dt}. J,n featutes Common to both bamde
being printed darker o- li ,hcer than features nut commca, to the twa bands ^*
The most useful .acub nat. on appoared to be the 5-6 combination, as shown
in _Ir ^uxa 30 df I&c"ly mote det:4i i-s seen iu this coubinati.ou . than:
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Figure 1: Enlargement of band 7 of ERTS scene 1350-15190, 8 July 1973. Note the small fields in this	 w
Pennsylvania scene.

t



Figure 2: Enlargement of the band 4-5-7 color composite of ERTS scene 1146-16323, 16 December 1972. 	 ----
Note the large fields in this Texas scene. 	 w
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Figure 3: Enlargement of the negative of band 5 combined with the positive of band 6. 	 r
(Pennsylvania ERTS scene 1350-15190, 8 July 1973.)
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the 5-7 resuir, aithaugh the 5 7 cb	 inaxion has. higher contrast.. The.
5-6 combination l^aa arieas	 gfey"that are 'Lacking in the 5-7 combination
and in the ^ ndividuai oands 5, 6. or ^^''The combinations were enlarged: "to

1.140,' 000	 ThSt te4 ^ni que eras use fcr exthancing cext sin features, such as
strip mines ., unbar► areas; and " `WaEzr, but was not useful for . uA4 ng del nea-
Lions within .agricultural areas

The product:s..obtalned r, hl 0ugh photographic 'analysis appear to be`"
useful in dress. with large cgx"scul;tu a 	 fields, such.- ae Texas.	 However,-
in areas with small. fields, suzb as inr PennsylVa

<
 nl a where the fields are

ofteallegs l than 16 acie	 i.n`s3z. e phot,o.grgph c analysiti appears inadequate `- r
for delineation of "agx1 qultt4a1 cover tnes'

4.

DIGITAL ANALSCSLS ...;.

The limited . _saczzei.s of ghotog-caph a' analy-sit for . land cover mapping
led.,to;.'the : 	of fhe E1tT -i digital dais :is pea	 The P ograme used ill
the analysis' :and^lassifit tion of these d4giral tapes': were thcsse of the
Oiffce far Ramcte Sensing o£; Earth Resourc.e"s (ORSER) at The Pennsylvania
State Uni4eisixya	 These programs " are docxmented its the "ORSER-SSEL Technical
Ltepoxt 1.6 7^+, ; "ERTB an 	 Aim:; rate' Mult^LS sew t tat •Sca^nrL r ,Di,g1t al Data Users
Mauual4IF

The fitst test site . inves tigated was :in north central Montana, using

ERAS scene 1052 1 ,-:45Z fro& 13 Sept=ember 197.2,	 .An area. within. this.. scene
encompassing appick-Imately" 800 square wies was aualy "zied	 91 ft tares sere
developed for summer fallow, ; Stubble", ,wi titer wheat,,native vegetatt.Lni.
and water.	 Often it was aecessay,	to n %e =, r"e than one eign`arute to map
A. specific categ^.	 ^	 f	 exampI	 four slgniturea were required.to encompass
the full range of varying amounts of weed giwth and diftezen^es .itt the

-	 density of wheat stubble. 	 Several suer fallo1w _si:gnetures were also
regained.	 Considerable difficulty- was. eneountere.d " _trying to classify
the native vage4ation ataund the Fresno - reservoir a4ea, 	 In contrast, some

" features were Very easily ^lassi.r;red, such as small bodies . of waver which,
were Duly a , ti ew acre_^_ " in S1:xe^

once the land : Lager" in this area had been classified ,, the result : was"	 e
gutput ' an a,,line . prints	 wilih each alphanumeric , symbol representing a	

r":
epecifit Cet:egoT.	 Mapped carego ies .. may b6 a 'singZe: ieignaLuren. but ..are .
often a gropng of signaruEShat better xapr"esent the selecxed features.`
Although these ebatmotel maps: are 'quick. and easy' w ybtaln, -they have a

. .....disadvantage  in theIr inherent d s^C-Y. tiorta	 The atandard computer line
pcnteir hes 10 charac `.er 	 to:: the fnthcros	 a I.ne and either. 6' rfr $' A.

s have two scales: tor a squarelines to the. inch,;	 Thus,_tia y acLer map	 :
01wel, tb!'&fference'injscal a betwerc 'the ]' 	 d the elements wit" be
either	 5 petaent	 $lire ; ^acl, '1 : o	 6b percerr (b line	 Because
o	 the rectang4i17 	hope . f :the: ERTS pixel,,. the:b hoes-/tr^ch :tnag:..1s ".e3oA :..
gated in the line direction- 21 petcenr tomptixed Lo the element atale.
The: use of 8	 zhe Lines 10 percent r"eiaitive to the
elements	 Thus	 $, 1 lass snch is the b.e.st. e.hai.ce ; to = -,6 fat to 	 mal dis-
tprtian'.in the :fiaxai csrxtpur.. 

Since ,the .rue z i ; .	 . svok,` GRSLR his .develo d'. geometric and scale
cortet.ti.on . progya'g.,

0
l^

_ . 	 y .^	 ^^	 ^ 
Pogo	
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After the maps were output in the 8 lines./inch format their size still
rendered them.relatively.e.umbersamee 	 To make them more manageable, the
digital` Printouts were. W.	 -ke. and photographed using a high contrast
film4	 This mosaic was reduced to a 4 x 5 inch pr1ht, resulting in a`ecale
of approximately 1c362,000, of a linear redaction of 30X.	 At this reduction
it was still possible to read the i.ndividuatl characters with a hand leta
(see ORSER-99EL Technical Report 3-74).	 Such a map, further reduced by.
25 percent, is shown in Figure 4. 	 This photographic map formats along

percents e:s in each land covert	 ewith 'a table listing the arealg	 yp,
(also determined by the programs), became a convenient means of repre-
senting the . results of the land cove y type analyses in this study.. This:.-:.
technique was then' applied to an agricultural. area In southeastern Pennsylv-
ania.	 A 450-s4uare-mi:la area, from ERTS scene 1.080--15185_ (11 October 1972)
was selected-where it etas possible to make the following delineations:

(l)	 woodlands
(2)	 bare soils:.	
(3)	 grass-land
(4)	 stubble.
	 .

(5)	 water and wetlands i	 9
(6)	 urban
(7).	 disturbed lands, such.as quarries

The photographically reduced land cover output map of this area is d

shown in Figure 5.	 A compariser: of Figures 4 and 5 gives a striking
example: of the. dl ferences. in field sizes between Montana and Pennsylvania --
the easily discernible fields in Monr.a-na :-jrcrr sted to the indistinguishable
fields in Pennsylvania.

A predominantly f ores ted ; area in north central Pennsylvania was also
selected for analysis (ERTS scene 12=4-15305, from 24 March 1973) and an
area approximately 450 square miles in size was subset. 	 It.was possible
to delineate several different forest densities, water, and Interstate.
Highway 80; and, as can be seen in figure 6, the drainage network is well
depicted.. It can also be seen from this figure that reproduction of maps
'of this type as negative, ratter than positLve, pri::nts would serve to
emphasize other features of possible interest,

Another technique that was used to emphasize features was to output x
the digital: data in . foum	 .olors,: using colored computer ribbons.	 This -:
resulted in a.product where each land cover type was A different color.
The number of colors could 'be increased, using a series of overprintings;
however, it takes considerable time to change the ribbon and allow for'	 repetitive printing of the lines.

The various output products from the line printer al l-- have an inherent
distortion due to the fixei character spar tag . of the printer and the orbital
path of ERTSG	 T6 ell.	 .ate r:hege distcrticus	 an LMAP program ;has been.
developed in which the resulLing output is.correc:ted and plotted on a
CalComp plotter to a predetermined scale.

*This technique is no longer necessary, due to the recent development
:	 of geomEt'rtc and scale carrercion pfograsas at URSER.
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Figure 4: Land cover map of an area in north
central Montana produced by photo-
graphically reducing mosiacked
alphanumeric computer printouts.
(ERTS scene 1452-17452, 13 Sep 72.)

Figure 5: Land cover map of an area in south-
eastern Pennsylvania produced by

photographically reducing mosaicked
alphanumaric computer printouts.
(RRTS scene 1080-15185, 11 Oct 72.)
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Figure b: Land cover map of an area in north central
Pennsylvania produced by photographically
reducing mosaicked alphanumeric computer
printouts. (ERTS scene 1244-15305, 24 Mar 73.)
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A test ;sits : . ip Texas : +was_ selected to ova luate the. . usefulness of

the CalComp plotter. our-put.	 A portion of the 16. December 7:972 ORTS scene
(1146-16323), was., plotted at . a scale ,of 1;94:,000 (Figure 7):4	 This figure
Illustrates some of the groblema inherent in CalComp output.	 For example,
the intricate patterns of ;these categories . at this scale greatly: reduce
the legibility of the output e	 If areas of large' .areal extent are• to be
'output at scales larger than 	 it would be mast desirable to out-
put single category maps 	 the optimum use of the CalComp plotter
would lie' to, ' inag 'sma11 areas or to map 1 .erge areas ; in; single , eategoxi es e

INTERACT 	 ANALYSES

The General Electric Company has developed an interaat tive, on li
user controlled, multispectial signature extractor and analysis system,
designated the IMAGE 100.	 The system is designed around a color cathode
ray tube (CRT) :display with: the image:continually updated from a memory-
disk.	 Facilities are provided for radiometric correction of the data snd
for three forma of channel comparisons 	 Training areas axe, sea acted via
a J OY, stick controlled cursor.	 Signatures of the training area are obtained
and the classification applied to. the :scene . iii smatter of: seconds,

Ia con y 	 gt to ORSER classification programs, which use a statistical
base,, the l^M.100 uses techniques developed from.photninterpretation.
in the s'.ta.till. cally oriented programs, a signature is a single teflertance
value In each channel (khe.mean value of the braining area),., In the Image 1009
a signature is the low and.high.limits in each channel of the traiaing area°

A study site .was .selected in; the vicirLity of Sha okin in east dente 'I
Pennsylvvania,for.analysis on the IMAGE 100:	 This study site, shown on
ERTS scene 1350-15190, of 8 July 1973, encompassed an area of approximately n
676 *qua 0- Wiles .(2k miles x.24 miles) . : and:rep^esented.a wide vaztety of

4land uses.

To allow. comparisoas .between the 1AGE 100 system and-the Penn State.
grocessi-ng systems, _it :was .first necessary to artralyse:this area digitally.

' Through the use of an unsupervised.classification procedure, the following'
categories were da-lineated P	(l) forest land rich a..northezn aspect,
(2) forest land with a southern aspect, (3) valley tzees, (4) wheat, r

(5) coral (6) alfalfa-grass-pasture,. (7) disturbed land, (8) built-up areas,
(9) strip mines, and (10):witter.	 These ten land cover categories were
delineated by . a U anu - aria .` utput at a .scare of approximately 1; 20, 000.In genera.L,. the .classifi.catian was accurate^ 	 However, some misclassification
resulted where several types: of land us & c;,eurred within a &I-ven ,pixel-	 'There

r	 were also some instances where signatures were derived but it was impossible
to detezmir►e' acategory for ` them.. 	 The.: alphanumeric o4put:: of this area is
shown in Figure 8.	 This autput ptoduet illustrates some of the.problems
encountered in tt}e handling .af _large sheets .of computer. output:. , In this
example -the ladivitdua;l,computer..sheets were not uniformly flat, resulting
fn the ,sik rrerti al lines (one. for each sheer of output) ia` the figures.
Another ,problem ids the.lack-of.delinitive features, due to inadequate
exposure when the computer output was photographed. 	 Nevertheless, it was
possible ;;o usethis output tti make comparisons virh the IMAGE 100 output.

1001ODUCMUMY . Of THE
^^iAL	 It POOR..	 :	 _
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Figure 7: Land cover mar of an area in southeastern Texas produced using
a Calcomp plotter. (ERTS scene 1146-16323, 16 December 1972.)
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When using the IMAGE 100, only a portion of an ERTS scene can.be .
displayed at one time, as the CRT is limited to 512 lines and 512 ele-
ments. The system has an OVERVIEW program which displays about one
sixth of the data points in an ERTS scene and locates. the. line and ele-
ment coordinates of the desired study site. Due to the small site of
the CRT pixel, less than a millimeter, it is desirable to have each ERTS
pixel displayed more than once on the. CRT.. For this study a magnifica-
tion factor of 2 was used., resulting in each ERTS .pixel occupying four
CRT.pixels. This is a relative low rate of magnification; for detailed
analysis of an area., a magnification factor of at least three is re-
commended. The amount of magnification, of course, reduces the number
of ERTS pixels that can be displayed on the CRT.

Using the Shamokin data, an area of 256 elements and 185 lines.,
representing a square on the ground., was displayed on the CRT. Through
the use of horizontal and vertical adjustments, the ima ge was adjusted
to as nearly as possible represent a square on the CRT. This adjustment
results in an image that is nearly distortion free.

Before the data is read onto the memory disk, the user has the
option of radiometric .adjustment.. The usual operating .procedure is to
scale the data values to a range of 0 to 255, corresponding to the in-
tensity range accepted by the CRT. This "radiometric" correction was
applied to the ERTS data by multiplying ERTS channels 4, 5, and 6 by 2,
and channel 7 by 4.

The next procedure is to extract signatures 	 selected features
and to use these signatures for classification. This procedure can be
illustrated by giving the steps necessary for extracting the signature
of a strip mined area. The initial image of the area displayed on the
CRT is similar to an ERTS color composite. The strip mined area appears
as a dark spot in the midst of the reddish forest. Through the use of
appropriate commands entered at the Tektronix coiiteol.panel, a window
area is reserved in a portion of the scene which is of little interest.
This window is available to further enlarge a selected portion of the
scene. To enlarge an areainto this window the cursor, of predefined
size, is positioned around the selected feature.. Appropriate commands
are entered at the console, and the machine displays the enlargement in
the window. It takes approximately two minutes for the enlargement to
appear in the window, Using the window mode, enlargements of 4, 6, or
8 times are possible, in addition to any enlargement that was specified.
when the data was first read into the memory area. It is possible to
change both the size and the shape of the cursor. The basic shape is a
rectangle., but it is possible to position the rectangle either vertically
or at a 45 degree angle. When the cursor has been positioned around the
training area, a command is entered and in a matter of seconds the sig-
nature is extracted and the image on the CRT is classified. If there is
too much of the scene classified into strip mine, for example, the cur-
sor can be reduced in size to obtain a signature more representative of
-the desired category.

Frequently it may be desirable to examine the signatures. This is
accomplished by entering a commond for histograms of the signatures,
which are then displayed on the face of the Tektronix scope:. The sig-
natures of the IMAGE 100 are typically unimodal histograms. if any of
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the histograms have a range that is not sharply pointed, 'these "stray"':.
points can be easily removed. 	 The histogram of the individual channel
is displayed and the cursor.on the Tektronix scope can then be used to
remove the offending data values. 	 The- classification.resulting.frota.
the modification of the signature is immediately seen on the CRT.	 This
signature extraction and classification is continued for each desired
feature, resenting in a thematic display on the CRT. 	 At the time of this:
analysis, the `only facility. available for :::;recording . the output : gas to ..
photograph the.CRT.	 A print made from one of these photographs is shown`
in Figure 9. r"'

The thematic maps produced on the IMAGE 100:generally agreed with
the categories delineated on the line printer output from the digital
analysis.	 However, the IMAGE 100 tended to misclassify some categories.
For example, in Figure 9 too much of the area is classified into grasses
and alfalfa.	 l'f^is is probably a = result :of the signature extraction
technique, where the categories are determined by looking at a small
number of representative pixels rather than a Large number, as is done :1

wit the digital computer.	 Hence-, the statistical . validity of the
si	 ature may be in

The IMAGE 100 appears to have some weaknesses in the statistical }
handling of the data.. However, it is a very fast sys tem that outputs a
good .quality, relatively distortion-free, image. 	 It would.'appear that
the most optimum system would be a combination of a color monitor with
a powerful computing system such as the one at The Pennsylvania State

.	 . University.. This would result in a good statistical analysis of the
data with the.capability ' of displaying the output results on.a colon
monitor equipped with a hard copying device.

CONCLUSIONS

ERTS data can.be used to map land cover in agricultural areas,
although in some parts of Pennsylvania, with small irregular fields,
many of the pixels overlap field boundaries and cause difficulties.in a
classification.

Various techniques and devices were used to display the results of
these land cover analyses. 	 The most promising, approach would be a s

user-interactive color monitor interfaced with'a large computer so that
;. classification results could:be.displayed on the 	 W and these results
output by a hard copier.

ORSER-SSEL . Techntcal . Report 23-74
Ths Pennsylvania State University.
December 1974
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